Effects of vagal afferent stimulation on cervical spinothalamic tract neurons in monkeys.
The purpose of this study was to determine if electrical stimulation of vagal afferents inhibited activity of primate spinothalamic tract (STT) neurons located in cervical segments of the spinal cord. Previous studies show vagal inhibition of STT neurons in more caudal segments of the cord, which receive visceral spinal inputs and somatic inputs from proximal body regions. We hypothesized that activation of vagal afferents would inhibit cervical STT neurons that were excited by cardiopulmonary sympathetic afferents and not inhibit those cells inhibited or unaffected by this visceral input. Because visceral pain is referred to proximal somatic fields, we also hypothesized that STT neurons with excitatory somatic fields confined to distal areas would not be inhibited by vagal stimulation. In 42 cervical STT neurons, we found no difference in effects of vagal stimulation between cells excited or not excited by stimulation of cardiopulmonary sympathetic afferents. Responses to vagal stimulation also were the same for cervical STT cells with proximal or distal somatic fields. Furthermore, there was no difference in the inhibitory effects of vagal stimulation in cervical as compared to thoracic STT neurons. We concluded that vagal afferent stimulation causes a general inhibitory effect at all levels of the spinal cord on neurons which transmit nociceptive information.